The virtual race game for the 21st century

NOT IN-GAME GRAPHICS

SuperVivo Virtual Racing - the benefits
SuperVivo provides compelling benefits to racing
agency operators and players alike.
!
!
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Lottery sized payouts attract new customers
..and retain and capture spending from existing
customers.
Increased gross profits [20-25%, or more]
compared to existing racing betting margins that
are constantly being squeezed [c.10-15% or less].
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SuperVivo games maintain excitement and fun,
avoid ‘jackpot inertia’ – increasing play and
frequency of play.
SuperVivo is a unique and patented market
advantage
Combined with super-realistic game graphics,
SuperVivo racing provides racing agencies with
endless re-imagining opportunities – horses, dogs,
horse and traps – even space-races!
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SuperVivo Virtual Races will look as good as they play...

The SuperVivo system ensures the races and the prizes
are a huge draw - but it isn’t all about the numbers!
Thanks to our world-leading CGI we can be as flexible
as your imagination when it comes to creating races.

Horses and dogs are at the core of our propositon, along
with Harness racing - but sleek spacecraft, Schneider
Trophy planes or racing cars can be yours, along with
fantastic in-race advertising hoardings. SuperVivo is
realistic enough to set pulses racing too!

Try the simulations...

!

Harness racing graphic simulation

!

SuperVivo Space Race - pre-viz sample game

Finally! Virtual race excitement…lottery-sized prizes!
SuperVivo is a new and patented numerical game
system which can be global in scope, vast in prize
opportunities and simply more fun to play.
However, what makes SuperVivo a truly spectacular
entrant to the world of gaming, is our virtual racing
proposition.

We’re combining super-realistic race graphics with
the ability to create progressive and unique prizes
that other racing games can only dream of.
Welcome to the world of SuperVivo Racing...

How the SuperVivo system works - the basics
Although the closest model to the SuperVivo
System is the lottery system, SuperVivo is not a
matrix variant of either lotteries or any virtual
racing gambling system.

It is in fact a brand new gambling system that,
among other things, ranks each entry from 1st to
last. Let’s look at the numeric basis of our games
which show the familiarities and huge differences...

The game that’s always a huge draw...

Just like a lottery, SuperVivo sets up huge jackpots
but just like a race, SuperVivo ranks every entrant,
from first place to last, creating a whole world of
prize opportunities and excitement.

This winning difference is what sets up SuperVivo
as the most exciting and ‘disruptive’ new entrant to
the world of virtual racing.

SuperVivo Virtual Racing - a walkthrough
We’re going to use our Space Jockey Race simulation
to show how a typical game can work for a Gaming
Operator.
Entries: A player enters by choosing six Space
Jockeys (represented by 6 numbers) from a range
of 20 Space Jockeys (represented by 20 numbers).
They choose their six numbers in ranking order.

Creation of Ranking List: After the close of entries,
the range of 20 Space Jockeys are randomly drawn
from 1st to 20th – (this forms the “Ranking List”).
The first 6 drawn numbers are the SuperVivo Six.
This draw is independently supervised and recorded
to ensure the same level of fraud prevention found in
lotteries.

During the race:
A live bar graph gives an in-race update on the topranked Space Jockeys in order.
A live commentary adds additional realism to ensure
gamers are clued-up and informed as to the race
progress. This also ensures accessibility.

At the end of the race:
The Space Jockeys line up in their finishing (drawn)
order to provide a result, not just of the virtual race
but of the SuperVivo draw.

ALL race entries are ranked:
From 1st to 10 million (or above), SuperVivo’s system
ensures every entrant, all over the world has a ranking.
This also ensures our unique prize opportunities:
!
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There is always a winner of the 1st place.
Matching the exact Supervivo Six gives a jackpot
Placement prizes can be offered - the player who
finishes 8th, 88th, 888,888th for example

The world’s LOCAL game:
SuperVivo’s system allows you to offer outright worldwide games, or to structure by country or even city.
!
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1st place in the world, or 1st by country...
We can even offer the SuperBooby for outright last
place - the biggest loser can win!

Play the race simulation

